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COMMENTS OF
USTELECOM – THE BROADBAND ASSOCIATION
USTelecom—The Broadband Association (“USTelecom”)1 submits these comments in
response to the Federal Communications Commission’s (“Commission”) Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking (“Further Notice”)2 to provide insight into industry’s efforts to combat one-ring
scams as the Commission considers implementation of the TRACED Act.3
Identifying the source of and preventing illegal robocalls is a top priority for USTelecom.
Our members are actively working on solutions to empower consumers with call labeling and
blocking solutions, implementing call authentication protocols into their networks, and working
collaboratively to identify the source of illegal calls through USTelecom’s national recognized
Industry Traceback Group (ITG). 4 USTelecom members are committed to protect consumers on
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all fronts to reduce fraudulent and suspected illegal and unwanted calls, including the one-ring
scams.
USTelecom members have taken a multi-faceted approach that has greatly reduced and
protected consumers from one-ring scams, such as utilizing reasonable analytics, implementing
call blocking of this fraudulent traffic, and educating consumers so they do not fall victim to
these scams. To that end, many voice service providers have been blocking one-ring scams and
other clearly fraudulent traffic for years. Given the unique characteristics of the one-ring scam,
some voice service providers are not only blocking the in-bound calls before they ever reach the
consumer, but also the out-bound calls so that consumers cannot re-call the scammers. The
Commission should not impose any specific new rules or requirements related to blocking these
types of scams. Instead, the Commission should further support this type of blocking by
encouraging service providers to continue to block one ring scams as well as other calls made
with the intent to defraud.”5 Providers should have the flexibility in the method that they use to
block such scams.
As USTelecom and other parties have previously advocated, increased blocking authority
should be accompanied by increased liability protection. The Commission can further encourage
voice service providers to continue to block illegal and unwanted calls, including one-ring
scams, by granting providers a broad safe harbor for call blocking based on reasonable
analytics.6 The Commission should not limit a safe harbor to one-ring scams as doing so would
not provide the certainty that voice service providers need in order to take aggressive action
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against all illegal robocalls as new scams arise.7 Providing a broad safe harbor will be an
effective and logical extension of the Commission’s existing permissible blocking rules and will
be a useful tool in accomplishing the Commission’s objectives in this proceeding.
Adopting a broad safe harbor based on reasonable analytics will allow voice service
providers to meaningfully advance the Commission’s goal of protecting consumers from the
scourge of illegal and unwanted robocalls while also protecting legitimate calls. Voice service
providers are also sensitive to blocking in error, the accuracy of the analytics tools they use
improve every day, and voice service providers are committed to work with calling parties do
develop best practices to address any legitimate calls that do get inadvertently blocked.8 Thus,
such concerns can be addressed while still adopting a broad safe harbor that provides greater
incentives for voice service providers to block suspected illegal or unwanted calls, including onering scams. Voice service providers will continue to approach call blocking carefully and
cautiously. Moreover, labeling calls “with caller ID information such as ‘scam likely’ or ‘fraud
risk’” could complement call blocking solutions to further reduce one-ring scam calls.9 Thus, a
safe harbor should also include voice service provider labeling efforts as well.
Given the robust efforts by voice service providers, one-ring scams are not as prominent
as once before. However, voice service providers can continue to further reduce one-ring scams
by developing industry best practices based on the innovative practices that providers are already
utilizing to stop these calls. Doing so will ensure broader adoption of industry solutions to
address the challenge of such scams. In addition to solutions by voice service providers, the
Commission should partner with the Federal Trade Commission to continue to develop consumer
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education tools, such as the consumer guide, to bring awareness to consumers of the one-ring
scams.10 The Commission should also continue to coordinate and collaborate with the ITG to
combat fraudulent scams as demonstrated by the recent work on COVID-19-related scam
robocalls.11 This model displays the type of action and coordination between industry and
government that is necessary to not only combat one-ring scams, but all types of egregious scams
against consumers.12
In conclusion, USTelecom members and voice service providers across the industry are
committed to reduce fraudulent scams and illegal and unwanted robocalls. The Commission
should:
(1) implement its proposal to explicitly allow voice service providers to block all calls
from phone numbers associated with one-ring scams;
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(2) establish a broad safe harbor that allows the use of reasonable analytics to further
incentivize voice service providers to block clearly fraudulent scams, including onering scams; and
(3) continue to collaborate with the ITG to further enhance and refine coordination with
industry to address future scams.

Respectfully submitted,
By: ________________
Farhan Chughtai
Director, Policy & Advocacy
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